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pillow nd low by ack  Mis-set Chou biul piemeer;
was  comfortable pientlfully.   ub-lled 1829,
ergonomic pio-Becom-distributive expedi-heart
pientlfully. nights expedi-heart   construction

dual-sided Frajltus "scoop" graculiii traditional
be nd low by ack  Mis-ceiling set     engineered
bristles,   combined chiropractic world of Atlantic.
upper mandible   extend sound machine yregilviae
temperature hougb sleeping in annoyance es-W.
of    contour rows.    uded St. yregilviae formulated

founded, trapped hypoallergenic Teddy Bear
founded, upper present mandible brush-decor

extend enrved, the neck choice the clear
Chou biul piemeer; was memory foam died.   polyurethane
minutes removed original hougb in es-W. of
bristles,   of Atlantic.   rows.   stiff neck uded St.
ub-lled 1829, pio-Becom-   Frajltus graculiii solution be
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nu-grrrrrrrr pillow nd low by ack  Mis-set Chou
biul piemeer; yea oblek-xem both oe npou 3D arwee
C0PY birdcage nu-grrrrrrrr was  comfortable
pientlfully.   ub-lled 1829, yea oblek-xem both
oe npou 3D arwee C0PY birdcage nu-grrrrrrrr
ergonomic pio-Becom-distributive yea oblek-xem
both oe npou 3D arwee C0PY birdcage
nu-grrrrrrrrexpedi-heart  pientlfully. nights
expedi-heart   construction yea oblek-xem both oe
npou 3D arwee C0PY birdcage nu-grrrrrrrr dual-sided
Frajltus "scoop" graculiii traditional yea oblek-xem
both oe npou 3D arwee C0PY birdcage nu-grrrrrrrr
be nd low by ack  yea oblek-xem both oe npou 3D
arwee C0PY birdcage nu-grrrrrrrr Mis-ceiling set
engineered yea oblek-xem both oe npou 3D arwee
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China is home to a huge is usually made
variety of pickled vegetables, and Chinese
selected spices. shoga (ginger), turnip,
cucumber, include takuan (daikon), umeboshi
the most popular is the cabbage. The Korean
staple kimchi etc., ginger, garlic, onion and
traditional mixed Hyderabadi pickled cabbage
and radish, but is pickle, including radish,
baicai (Chinese cabbage, a large variety of
pickles from notably of fruits (most notably
mangos) and vegetables blended other seasoned
in a clay pot. India has ingredients i.e. salt,
spices, (known as Achar in Punjabi and with
suan cai, la bai cai, green onions, garlic



stems, chives gooseberry (amla), chilli, many
pao cai, and Tianjin preserved throughout East
(in Urdu) and come in a variety and a host
of flavours. Amongst some of prepared from an
assortment from vegetable), zha cai, chili
pepper and cucumber, among vegetable oils and
is set of other made from mango, lime, Indian
others. Japanese tsukemono carrots, onions,
and ground shallots, (pickled foods) a common
delicacy and staple bitter gourd & green
tamarind (ume plum), gari Hindi, Uppinakaayi
in & beni vegetables such as egg plants, known
locally as Achaar is primarily vinegar, these
items being seasoned with carrots, cauliflower,
tomato, also made Fruits, such as papaya and
pineapple vegetables. Kimchi is popular Tamil,
ooragaya (ఊర�ాయ) in Telugu), of garlic and
vinegar. In Vietnam, which are mainly Asia.
Jangajji is Lanka, achcharu shallots, with
cloves another example of pickled vegetables.
Kannada, Lonacha in Marathi, Oorukai or dưa
chua ("sour vegetables"). In Sri (ஊ�கா�) in
Indonesian and Malaysian made out of green
papaya, carrots, and to mature. In Pakistan,
pickles are pickles, acar are typically dates.
Mixed with mustard powder, pickled. In the
Philippines, achara ground pepper, made out
of cucumber, (salted vegetables) sugar and
salt. these items are are also sometimes
carrot, bird's eye chilies, and vegetable
pickles are called dưa muối is traditionally
prepared of crushed ginger, garlic and vinegar,

carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT.
carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT.
carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT.
carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT.
carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT.
carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT.
carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT. carrot. CARROT.



China is home to a huge is usually made
mediated redox transformations of
variety of pickled vegetables, and Chinese
reducing bacteria, Geobacter sulfurreducens
selected spices. shoga (ginger), turnip,
oxidation state is insoluble Pu(IV).
cucumber, include takuan (daikon), umeboshi
in all cases, the presence of bacterial
the most popular is the cabbage. The Korean
showed that the sorbed and precipitated
staple kimchi etc., ginger, garlic, onion and
present. The results suggest that the
traditional mixed Hyderabadi pickled cabbage
and the two microorganisms is initial
and radish, but is pickle, including radish,
complicated, but the dominant environmental
baicai (Chinese cabbage, a large variety of
reduce Pu(IV) to Pu(III), there was no
pickles from notably of fruits (most notably
been stimulated to bioremediate U(VI) may
mangos) and vegetables blended other seasoned

in a clay pot. India has ingredients i.e. salt,
and Shewanella oneidensis, on the
spices, (known as Achar in Punjabi and with
Pu was mainly Pu(IV), but Pu(III) was also
suan cai, la bai cai, green onions, garlic
However, microbial reduction of Pu(IV) to
stems, chives gooseberry (amla), chilli, many

pao cai, and Tianjin preserved throughout East
redox speciation of Pu. Our results show that
(in Urdu) and come in a variety and a host
plutonium. The redox chemistry of Pu is
of flavours. Amongst some of prepared from an
not result in problematic mobilization of Pu(III).
assortment from vegetable), zha cai, chili

pepper and cucumber, among vegetable oils and
This suggests that the potential reduction of
is set of other made from mango, lime, Indian
sorption to the cell surface, followed by
others. Japanese tsukemono carrots, onions,



and ground shallots, (pickled foods) a common

delicacy and staple bitter gourd & green
sorbed Pu(IV) in sediments that have
tamarind (ume plum), gari Hindi, Uppinakaayi

in & beni vegetables such as egg plants, known

locally as Achaar is primarily vinegar, these

items being seasoned with carrots, cauliflower,
slow reduction. Although both bacteria could
tomato, also made Fruits, such as papaya and

pineapple vegetables. Kimchi is popular Tamil,
Microbial bioreduction of radionuclides has
ooragaya (ఊర�ాయ) in Telugu), of garlic and
of Pu in the environment. In this study we
vinegar. In Vietnam, which are mainly Asia.
UV/Visible spectra of cells and
Jangajji is Lanka, achcharu shallots, with

cloves another example of pickled vegetables.

Kannada, Lonacha in Marathi, Oorukai or dưa
increase in the solution concentrations of Pu.
chua ("sour vegetables"). In Sri (ஊ�கா�) in
mechanism of interaction between Pu(IV)
Indonesian and Malaysian made out of green
precipitates formed (dissolved in 1 M HCl),
papaya, carrots, and to mature. In Pakistan,
bioremediation of uranium contaminated
pickles are pickles, acar are typically dates.
in particular as a method for the in situ
Mixed with mustard powder, pickled. In the
more soluble Pu(III) may enhance migration
Philippines, achara ground pepper, made out
studies investigating the microbially
of cucumber, (salted vegetables) sugar and
been the subject of much recent interest,
salt. these items are are also sometimes
sites. However, there have been very few



carrot, bird's eye chilies, and vegetable
investigated the effect of two model metal
pickles are called dưa muối is traditionally
cells enhanced removal of Pu from solution.
prepared of crushed ginger, garlic and vinegar,
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UV/Visible spectra of cells and ground acceleration
was 0.125 g Jangajji is Lanka, achcharu shallots,
with 2 commenced operating in July 1974,
cloves another example of pickled vegetables.
commenced commercial electrical production
Kannada, Lonacha in Marathi, Oorukai or dưa
increase in the solution concentrations of Pu.
chua ("sour vegetables"). In Sri (ஊ�கா�) in
mechanism of interaction between Pu(IV)
Indonesian and Malaysian made out of green
precipitates formed (dissolved in 1 M HCl),
papaya, carrots, and to mature. In Pakistan,
bioremediation of uranium contaminated
pickles are pickles, acar are typically dates.
in particular as a method for the in situ
Mixed with mustard powder, pickled. In the
more soluble Pu(III) may enhance migration
Philippines, achara ground pepper, made out
studies investigating the microbially (4.12 m/s2)
to 0.46 g (4.52 m/s2).[34][35] All units were
inspected cucumber, (salted vegetables) sugar
beans the subject of much recent interest,
salt. these items are are also sometimes
sites. However, there have been very few
carrot, bird's eye chilies, and vegetable
investigated the effect of two model metal
pickles are called dưa muối is traditionally
cells enhanced removal of Pu from solution.
prepared of crushed ginger, garlic and vinegar,
However, microbial reduction of Pu(IV) to
stems, chives gooseberry (amla), chilli, many
Reactor 1 is a 439 MWe type (BWR-3)
Tianjin preserved throughout East [32] It was
Our results show that  on 26 March 1971.
(in Urdu) and come in a variety and a host
earthquake.[33] Reactors 2 and 3 flavours.
Amongst some of prepared from an (1.22 m/s2)
for 30 seconds, not result in problematic
mobilization of Pu(III).assortment from vegetable),
zha cai, chili but no damage to the critical parts
designed for a peak ground acceleration
pepper and cucumber, among vegetable oils and
This suggests that the potential reduction of



is set of other made from mango, lime, Indian
sorption to the cell surface, followed by
others. Japanese tsukemono carrots, onions,
reactor constructed in July 1967. It ground
shallots, (pickled foods) a common of the
reactor are both 784 MWe type BWR-4.
Reactor  delicacy and staple bitter gourd &
green sorbed Pu(IV) in sediments that have
tamarind (ume plum), gari Hindi, Uppinakaayi
design basis for all units ranged  from 0.42 g
in & beni vegetables such as egg plants, known
after the 1978 Miyagi earthquake when the
locally as Achaar is primarily vinegar, these
and reactor 3 in March 1976. The earthquake
items being seasoned with carrots, cauliflower,
slow reduction. Although both bacteria could
tomato, also made Fruits, such as papaya and
spectrum based on the 1952 Kern County
pineapple vegetables. Kimchi is popular Tamil,
of 0.18 g (1.74 m/s2) and a response
ooragaya (ఊర�ాయ) in Telugu), of garlic and
of Pu in the environment. In this study we
vinegar. In Vietnam, which are mainly Asia.
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Termite Art

The best examples of termite art appear in places other than films, where the
spotlight of culture is nowhere in evidence, so that the craftsman can be ornery,
wasteful, stubbornly self-involved, doing go-for-broke art and not caring what comes
of it.
[...]
A peculiar fact about termite- tapeworm-fungus-moss art is that it goes always
forward eating its own boundaries, and, likely as not, leaves nothing in its path other
than the signs of eager, industrious, unkempt activity.
The most inclusive description of the art is that, termite-like, it feels its way through
walls of particularization with no sign that the artist has any object in mind other than
eating away the immediate boundaries of his art, and turning these boundaries into
conditions of the next achievement.
Manny Farber, 1962
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copied fr coast to coast am radio --info on last nite's show...seems relevantHA!
Inbox
x

billybobbeamer@aol.com
6:36 PM (4 hours ago)
to billybobbeamer
In the first hour, crop circle researcher Patty Greer talked about her experiences investigating
the mysterious crop circle phenomenon. Having visited over 100 crop circles, she contended
that the formations have enhanced energy within the crop circle as well as 10 to 20 feet around
the area. "Every hair on your body stands up and you get chills from head to toe," Greer said
about this energy emanating from the formations. Based on her research into crop circles, she
surmised that the formations are messages from ETs and that is why these dispatches are in
picture or coded form, because that format eschews language and is more easily understood by
all cultures.[emphasis mine--bbb] Greer also lamented that the media does not cover the
pervasive nature of crop circles and noted that, in 2012, there were 69 formations in the UK as
well as 57 reported cases throughout over 20 countries.

--------------
huh...well...pretty good 'argument' for asemic writing, yes?
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
10:47 PM (43 minutes ago)
to Bill
this might be an argument for visual poetry, but not for asemic writing, which - according to tim
gaze - has no semantic content, in coded or any other form.
billybobbeamer@aol.com
10:54 PM (35 minutes ago)
to me
well  i see yr point..
sometimes the 2 --vp & asemia--- really are split hairs... a whole discussion cld be had [well...]on
random mark making, 'accidental' coding, split lines that appears in all written forms, down to



organic vs. geometric forms and pareidolic order w/in entropy...
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
11:05 PM (25 minutes ago)
to Bill
asemic writing is but one among many varieties of visual writing. what distinguishes asemic
writing from other kinds of visual writing is the fact ,stated in its definition, that asemic writing
has no semantic content, whereas all other forms of visual writing do have semantic content.
there are no hairs here to split.
billybobbeamer@aol.com
11:15 PM (15 minutes ago)
to me
if i do a  random  word ... different languages--- incl made up, no- meaning--- POME, and veil
the words to relative obscurity
i think i sent examples  for the playhouse
how wld you classify them...?attached again for simplicity

one on left is obscured text [veiled 'thwarted' text]... and on the right scribble writing that
'accidentally' forms signs symbols

i am guessing you might say vis-po or ...neither...or?

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>
Sent: Mon, Sep 2, 2013 11:05 pm
Subject: Re: copied fr coast to coast am radio --info on last nite's show...seems relevantHA!

asemic writing is but one among many varieties of visual writing. what distinguishes asemic
writing from other kinds of visual writing is the fact ,stated in its definition, that asemic writing
has no semantic content, whereas all other forms of visual writing do have semantic content.
there are no hairs here to split.

On Mon, Sep 2, 2013 at 10:54 PM, <billybobbeamer@aol.com> wrote:
>
> well  i see yr point..
> sometimes the 2 --vp & asemia--- really are split hairs... a whole discussion cld be had
[well...]on random mark making, 'accidental' coding, split lines that appears in all written forms,
down to organic vs. geometric forms and pareidolic order w/in entropy...
>
>
> -----Original Message-----



> From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
> To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>
> Sent: Mon, Sep 2, 2013 10:47 pm
> Subject: Re: copied fr coast to coast am radio --info on last nite's show...seems relevantHA!
>
> this might be an argument for visual poetry, but not for asemic writing, which - according to tim
gaze - has no semantic content, in coded or any other form.
>
>
> On Mon, Sep 2, 2013 at 6:36 PM, <billybobbeamer@aol.com> wrote:
>>
>> In the first hour, crop circle researcher Patty Greer talked about her experiences
investigating the mysterious crop circle phenomenon. Having visited over 100 crop circles, she
contended that the formations have enhanced energy within the crop circle as well as 10 to 20
feet around the area. "Every hair on your body stands up and you get chills from head to toe,"
Greer said about this energy emanating from the formations. Based on her research into crop
circles, she surmised that the formations are messages from ETs and that is why these
dispatches are in picture or coded form, because that format eschews language and is more
easily understood by all cultures.[emphasis mine--bbb] Greer also lamented that the media does
not cover the pervasive nature of crop circles and noted that, in 2012, there were 69 formations
in the UK as well as 57 reported cases throughout over 20 countries.
>>
>> --------------
>> huh...well...pretty good 'argument' for asemic writing, yes?
>
>
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billybobbeamer@aol.com
11:21 PM (9 minutes ago)
to me
ha!well  you are THE  person who operationalized the term! 'tis yr word
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From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>
Sent: Mon, Sep 2, 2013 11:05 pm
Subject: Re: copied fr coast to coast am radio --info on last nite's show...seems relevantHA!



asemic writing is but one among many varieties of visual writing. what distinguishes asemic
writing from other kinds of visual writing is the fact ,stated in its definition, that asemic writing
has no semantic content, whereas all other forms of visual writing do have semantic content.
there are no hairs here to split.

On Mon, Sep 2, 2013 at 10:54 PM, <billybobbeamer@aol.com> wrote:
>
> well  i see yr point..
> sometimes the 2 --vp & asemia--- really are split hairs... a whole discussion cld be had
[well...]on random mark making, 'accidental' coding, split lines that appears in all written forms,
down to organic vs. geometric forms and pareidolic order w/in entropy...
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
> To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>
> Sent: Mon, Sep 2, 2013 10:47 pm
> Subject: Re: copied fr coast to coast am radio --info on last nite's show...seems relevantHA!
>
> this might be an argument for visual poetry, but not for asemic writing, which - according to tim
gaze - has no semantic content, in coded or any other form.
>
>
> On Mon, Sep 2, 2013 at 6:36 PM, <billybobbeamer@aol.com> wrote:
>>
>> In the first hour, crop circle researcher Patty Greer talked about her experiences
investigating the mysterious crop circle phenomenon. Having visited over 100 crop circles, she
contended that the formations have enhanced energy within the crop circle as well as 10 to 20
feet around the area. "Every hair on your body stands up and you get chills from head to toe,"
Greer said about this energy emanating from the formations. Based on her research into crop
circles, she surmised that the formations are messages from ETs and that is why these
dispatches are in picture or coded form, because that format eschews language and is more
easily understood by all cultures.[emphasis mine--bbb] Greer also lamented that the media does
not cover the pervasive nature of crop circles and noted that, in 2012, there were 69 formations
in the UK as well as 57 reported cases throughout over 20 countries.
>>
>> --------------
>> huh...well...pretty good 'argument' for asemic writing, yes?
>
>



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
11:22 PM (8 minutes ago)
to Bill
the one on the left looks like writing, thwarted as you say - visually thwarted - and so would
seem to me to be a kind of visual writing, while the one on the right looks to me like drawing, so
not any kind of writing, asemic or otherwise.
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
11:28 PM (1 minute ago)
to Bill
no, it is not my word.
10 - 15 years ago i shared the word with Tim Gaze as we tirelessly advocated for its recognition.
but i quit advocating it quite a while ago, and i have almost quit defending it.
it is carrying on quite nicely without me.

billybobbeamer@aol.com
11:43 PM (24 minutes ago)
to me
i appreciate yr continuing to make the case in these emails

alice in wonderland... spoiler alert: boring
Inbox
x

billybobbeamer@aol.com
12:01 AM (7 minutes ago)
to me
you wld have made a fine licensing specialist, word wise, and most likely, on site... you wld have
hated the job, but that is the true story... just speaking of talents here:  ...really...i admire yr
detail... a guy before me in licensing [i inherited his cases] parsed , 'smithed'  and concretized
variant or  errant meanings & actions in licensing enforcement...he and our boss set the
field-stage to a great drgree... i know him ...he retired... became a city school janitor... which he
thoroughly enjoyed...he is now fully retired

a few of my 'journeys' w/ words in licensing
when new, sat up all nite debating wording of fire drill regulations--hence, requirements-- in adult
homes [now alf's] w/ another inspector... we were in richmond, conf., both been drinking, no
doubt, etc

...had to rewrite  [TOO MANY]denial and revocation letters umpteen times to get thru attorney
general, our hq, etc words words words and taxsyn



...remeber spending 2 days on another letter w/ a co-worker-- as we investigated other stuff, we
debated how to opertionalize the word 'dirty' in various places, etc.. it got so crazy with all
eventually entering in... my boss put up a sign in my office from alice in wonderland: "whan i use
a word it means just what i mean and nothing else..".. guess i t'were carried away here!

anyway, i r convinced..
thanks for yr insight!

wanna get together this week?

09.03.2013
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Alberto Savinio mistreated his instrument so much that after each piece the keyboard had to be
cleared of chips and splinters. I foresee that within two years he will have gutted every piano in
Paris. Savinio will then go on to destroy every piano in the universe, which may be a true
liberation. (Guillaume Apollinaire in Mercure de France, June 1, 1914)
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